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On 21st century, the world has gone into the information age, but in many 
domestic enterprises and units, the paper-based office is still the main method. This 
traditional office processes, often contain a complex transaction management, there 
are lots of drawbacks not only on work overtime, ask for leave and waste paper but 
also difficult to look for the historical records, and it leads some difficulties to the 
internal management. With the rapid development of computer and computer network 
technology, the demand on using the computer and computer network technology 
realize the enterprise internal office automation has increased. 
Based on the research and analysis based on the current internal office 
management, according to the principles of system development and design, using 
J2EE technology and MySQL database that put forward an enterprise information 
systems’ framework that based on B / S mode.The thesis uses the software 
engineering method, starting from the background of the project, introduces the 
background, purpose and significances of system development; after that, the thesis 
describes system requirement analysis, system design and implementation of system 
in detail. The thesis provides an implementation scheme on four function modules: 
the personal office, integrated office, file sharing, systems management, the quality 
and efficiency of the office management and information management has improved  
by the construction of the system. Finally, this thesis analyzes and evaluation system, 
and elaborated a system next improvement plan. 
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